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New City Gardener
by Judith Adam

(Abe Books) Successful gardeners are made, not born. For a beginning gardener with a 
small city space or an experienced gardener with a large suburban lot, The New City 
Gardener provides all the practical skills and information necessary to create a beautiful 
garden in an urban environment. Your climate and soil conditions will determine what 
plants can adapt to your site, but The New City Gardener shows you how to dig in to 
improve your soil and create a garden that will not only survive, but thrive without 
extensive cultivation.

Tough Plants - unkillable plants 
for every garden
by Sharon Amos

(Abe Books) Sharon Amos is an author and freelance journalist specializing in 
gardening. Her previous books include Celebrations, Garden Wisdom, 
Pulbrook and Gould Flowers and Plants for Free.

Water Gardens
by David Archibald

(Abe Books) This gardener's guide provides practical advice on pond design 
and construction, management and maintenance, containers and the 
intriguing history of this increasingly popular backyard pursuit. 

Terrariums & Miniature 
Gardens
by Kathryn Arthurs

(Abe Books) A Sunset Guide for terrariums and miniature gardens. With nice 
index of b&w photos; useful.

Gardener's Hints & Tips
by Antony Atha

(Abe Books) Gardening wisdom and advice, and a checklist of what to do and 
when.

Tips for the Lazy Gardener
by Antony Atha

(Abe Books) The perfect reference guide for those who lack the time or 
experience, but want to make the most of their garden. With 150 four-color 
photographs throughout, separate sections on roses, annuals, perennials, 
bulbs, vegetable and herb gardens, shrubs, a special calendar to use as a guide 
for planting, as well as tips on equipment, this book is an invaluable, one-
volume reference.

1001 All-Natural Secrets to a 
Pest-Free Property
by Dr. Myles  Bader

(Amazon) There are over 2 billion pesticides manufactured in the United States 
every year. In 2002, more than 3.2 million people suffered medically related 
side effects from the use of pesticides. By using the simple, tried and true 
solutions provided in 1001 All Natural Secrets to a Pest-Free Property, you can 
make a significant contribution to reducing the damage caused by pesticides 
and other poisons. 

500 Popular Annuals & 
Perennials
by Loretta Barnard

(Abe Books) Virtually evrything gardeners need to know about annuals and perennials 
comes together in this handsome, heavily illustrated book. Comprehensive advice 
focuses on planting, cultivation, and flowering times of plants, with suggestions for 
attention-catching color combinations. Profiles of plants are arranged alphabetically, 
with each entry presenting - Descriptions, Cultivation advice, Planting times - Flowering 
seasons, Climate information, including reference to a climate zone map...

All Books - sorted by Author
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500 Popular Roses for American 
Gardeners
by Loretta Barnard

(Abe Books) A very informative book about roses. Great photos in this book. 

The First Book of Weeds
by Barbara Beck

(Abe Books) Examines, in drawing and with useful data, weeds found in lawns 
and fields, on roadsides, and in gardens, describing their beautiful, edible, and 
useful aspects as well as their poisonous and medicinal effects.

The Annual Garden
by Jennifer Bennett

(Abe Books) Longtime gardening editor and writer Jennifer Bennett and photographer 
Turid Forsyth have combined their considerable skills to create "The Annual Garden", a 
welcome companion to Firefly Books' bestselling The Harrowsmith Perennial Garden. 
Acknowledging the traditional view of annuals as the garden's "poor relatives", the 
authors warmly endorse the qualities that these plants offer. Fast growth, variety, 
versatility, scent and sheer good looks, they conclude, make annuals ideal additions to 
every garden. 

Let's  Make Potpourri!
by Susan Biensch

(Susan Biensch) Companion to horticultural society workshop. Includes history 
of topic, plant list and role, recipes, suggested uses.

Really Small Gardens: A 
Practical Guide to Gardening in 
a Truly Small Space
by Jill Billington

(Abe Books) This guide aims to address the real challenges and restrictions of 
making a successful garden in a really small space. Photographs - all of small 
gardens - show what can be achieved in restricted areas. Practical guidance on 
initial planning and choices, ways of exploiting the  space, and suggestions for 
evoking a particular atmosphere are included, as well as a directory of 150 key 
plants for some spaces.

Hostas & Other Shade-loving 
Plants
by Richard Bird

(Abe Books) Gardening book for shade plants.

The Book of Potpourri
by Penny Black

(Abe Books) Recipes and instructions on how to make wonderful potpourri 
samples.

Rodale's All-New Encyclopedia 
of Organic Gardening
by Fern M. Bradley

(Alibris) Whether one is an experienced gardener looking to go organic or a beginner 
who wants to create a healthy, eco-friendly garden space, Rodale's book contains the 
tips and techniques needed to produce beautiful flowers, top-quality herbs, and 
appetizing, wholesome fruits and vegetables. Explore the latest methods for cultivation 
without chemicals, discover the benefits of composting, and learn how to maintain an 
organic garden year-round.
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Annual Flowers
by John Bradshaw

No description available at this time.

The Complete Book of Herbs: a 
practical guide
by Lesley Bremness

(Abe Books) Revealing the enormous potential of herbs, this sourcebook 
includes information on planting, growing, and harvesting herbs, as well as the 
main uses of herbs. It  also offers an exhaustive identification guide, recipes, 
ideas for gifts, and much more.

Vita's Other World (Bio.of 
V.Sackville West)
by Jane Brown

(Abe Books) In making Sissinghurst, Vita Sackville-West created one of the finest and 
most famous gardens in England and placed herself among the great gardeners of this 
century. This book traces Vita's development as a gardener, leading the reader through 
the past of her beloved Knole,  her marriage, travels to Constantinople and Persia, her 
first garden at Long Barn and finally to Sissinghurst Castle where, with her husband 
Harold Nicolson, she designed and made a garden of outstanding beauty.

Illustrated Guide to Gardening 
in Canada
by Carroll Calkins

(Amazon) This 640 page book is jam packed with drawings, and information about 
growing and sustaining plants in Canada. The book is laid out in sections such as Trees, 
Shrubs & Vines, Roses (they have their own section!), Perennials, Annuals and 
Biennials, Tubers, Irises, Rock Plants, lilies, Water Plants, Herbs, Soil, House Plants, 
Green House Gardening, etc. The book is not packed with colour photos but every tree, 
shrub or plant is detailed meticulously with black and white drawings. I've found the 
drawings sufficient to identify plants using the book.

The Healing Herbs
by Michael Castleman

(Abe Books) Suddenly herbs and how-to herbals are popular again. But while 
other books tend to rehash traditional uses of herbs and old wives' tales, this 
book reviews world-wide scientific literature on which herbs really work and 
how to use them safely. 7 photographs; 100 illustrations.

No image
Containers
by President's Choice

No information available at this time.

No image
Plantings
by President's Choice

No description available at this time.

Annuals
by Carol Landa Christensen

No description available at this time.
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No image
Flower Arranging with Silk 
Flowers 
by Mary Claire

No description available at this time.

Gardening in Containers
by David Clark

No description available at this time.

Planting a Small Garden
by Phil Clayton

(Amazon) This work offers simple steps to gardening success, from the experts at the 
RHS. Follow RHS show-how and know-how for a garden that looks great all year round 
(whatever size it is). Inspirational tips and techniques on how to plant, creating perfect 
combinations, making the most of your space, selecting the right plant environment, 
getting the mix right and more guarantee success. Get perfect results: whether you're a 
green-fingered guru or a gardening novice.

Plants in Pots
by Andi Clevely

(Abe Books) This stylish and simple guide shows you how to make effective 
and changing plant displays in containers, and maintain them with ease.

Climbing Gardens
by Joan Clifton

(Abe Books) Gardening in the vertical plane can transform the dullest plot, giving it vital 
style and structure; this gardening source book shows you how. Featuring planting 
ideas and practical advice, it explores the potential for all types of planting supports, 
from simple latticework  and tension wiring to pergolas, metal frames and living 
sculptures. It explains how you can use them to create different garden styles and 
moods, preserve privacy, increase the feeling of space, focus the eye and add some 
exuberant colour. 

Potted Gardens
by Rebecca Cole

(Amazon) Rebecca Cole--once an actress/activist and now the owner of the 
trend-setting Greenwich Village store Potted Gardens--introduces a whole new 
way to garden. Using any container--from the bed of a toy truck to a bedpan--
and any kind of plant--from rose to weed--would-be gardeners can follow 
Rebecca's guidance and plant a bit of beauty in a corner of their homes or 
gardens.

Paradise Found
by Rebecca Cole

(Abe Books) In Paradise Found, Rebecca Cole presents simple solutions to gardening in 
small, difficult, or awkward spaces -- the reality that seems to face so many gardeners 
today. Whether it's a tiny terrace, an oddly shaped yard, or a location both shady and 
sunny, Rebecca helps  gardeners overcome the limitations of their environments. She 
offers practical guidelines for placement, color, and form and she champions the use of 
hanging plants and containers to create beautiful, easy-to-maintain gardens. 

The Ontario Gardener
by Trevor Cole

(Amazon) Author Trevor Cole, former curator of the Dominion Arboretum in Ottawa 
and veteran instructor of home landscaping courses, provides crucial information on 
hardiness (including a zone map), plant size, flowering time, and shade tolerance, while 
offering friendly and helpful advice based on nearly thirty five years of experience of 
gardening in Ontario. Information is presented in a clear and orderly manner, featuring 
illustrated instructions, garden plan layouts, suggested readings and 40 pages of colour 
photographs.
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Gardening with Heirloom Seeds
by Lynn Coulter

(Abe Books) Heirloom seeds are more than the promise of next summer's crookneck 
squash or jewel-colored zinnias. They're living antiques handed down from one 
generation to the next, a rich inheritance of flavor and beauty from long ago and, often, 
far away. They are sometimes better adapted  to pests and harsh conditions than many 
modern varieties and often simply smell or taste better. Gardening with Heirloom 
Seeds serves as a resource for gardeners, cooks, and plant lovers of all levels of 
expertise who want to know more about finding, sharing, propagating... 

Indoor Plants
by Jane/Graham 
Courtier/Clarke

(Abe Books) From its fully illustrated, meticulously detailed directories of 
indoor plants to its inspiring ideas for using plants to enhance any setting, 
"Indoor Plants" makes it easy to turn a window sill, a corner, or even a whole 
room, into a delightful garden spot.

Jeff Cox's 100 Greatest Garden 
Ideas
by Jeff Cox

(Abe Books) From the host of HGTV's "Grow It" comes a seasonal gardening 
guide that makes it easy to try great garden techniques anytime of the year. 
Ideas are color-coded by season for extra-easy access. 350 color illustrations. 
Tables & plant lists.

No image
The Essential Gardening 
Encyclopedia
by Jessica Cox

No description available at this time.

No image
Great Gardens in the Shade
by Harriet Cramer

Many beautiful photos.

The Edible Flower Garden
by Rosalind Creasy

(Abe Books) A comprehensive guide to selecting and growing flowers that can 
be used for cookery, both as garnishes and as ingredients. Over 90 color 
illustrations.

The All Seasons Gardener
by Mark Cullen

Rest of title is "Getting More from your Canadian Garden."

A Greener Thumb
by Mark Cullen

(Amazon) one of Canada's best-known gardeners demystifies the art of creating a 
garden--from laying out a landscaping plan in the spring to protecting plants from frost 
in the winter. Cullen has been talking to Canadian gardeners for years on radio and 
television call-in shows, not to mention on the floor of his family's Weall and Cullen 
nurseries. No surprise, then, that he understands how to give practical and easy-to-
follow advice, such as: "Roses don't like to get their leaves wet. Drops of water on the 
leaves can cause burning and lead to black spot disease." 
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Canadian Garden Design
by Mark Cullen

(Abe Books) Designing your own garden is an exhilarating adventure in creative 
planning: starting with a vision and then expressing that vision with on-the-ground 
planting is one of the gardener's greatest joys. But translating dreams into reality can 
often seem a daunting task. How do you  accommodate trellises, decks and colour 
schemes, not to mention favourite plants, while making the best use of your outdoor 
space? How do you create breathtaking visual effects without spending a fortune? 
Canadian Garden Design  answers all these questions and more.

The Real Dirt
by Mark Cullen

(Amazon) The Real Dirt , by Mark Cullen and Lorraine Johnson, is exactly what 
it says it is: The Complete Guide to Backyard, Balcony and Apartment 
Composting. It is intelligent, readable, and very thorough.

Potpourri Crafts
by Dawn Cusick

(Abe Books) From rosebuds, lavender, cinnamon, and dozens of other herbs, 
spices, and flowers that make up a favorite potpourri, create lovely accents for 
the home. Includes 30 exquisite potpourri recipes, instructions for drying and 
preparing ingredients, and full-color pages of fragrant projects.

Daylilies and How to Grow 
Them
by Ben Arthur Davis

No description available at this time.

Inside OUT: Relating Garden to 
House
by Page Dickey

(Abe Books) House and garden ideally share a special relationship. Each is 
married to, extends from, and echoes the style of the other. It's easy enough 
to lose sight of this association and regard the garden as an isolated spot. But 
with a little awareness, a garden and its house can be merged into a 
harmonious whole.

The Flower Garden
by Helen Dillon

(Amazon) The pleasures and practicalities of making a flower garden are explained in 
this book. The author gives guidance on planning the garden and on good planting for 
colour, harmony and year-round interest. Detailed planting plans for different 
situations are included. Many unusual flowering plants are described as well as those 
that make the backbone of the flower garden. Care is covered with information on 
techniques and maintenance. A seasonal summary covers work to be done as well as 
the highlights of the flower garden through the year.

50 High-Impact Low-Care 
Garden Plants
by Tracy DiSabato-Aust

(Abe Books) No plant is perfect in every situation, but this book identifies 50 - 
perennials, shrubs, and trees - that come close. Each of the selections is a 
dynamic, beautiful choice for almost any garden, and each is nearly foolproof 
when it comes to care.

Beautiful Roses
by Bob Dolezal

(Google) A guide to selecting and growing roses discusses choosing and 
preparing a planting site, caring for roses, and controlling pests and diseases.
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Plants for Small Places
by Stephanie Donaldson

(Amazon) A lavish source of inspiration and practical solutions for the many gardeners 
who have limited space, with a full range of planting ideas, a detailed plant directory, 
and 300 gorgeous color photos. This beautifully illustrated book offers a wealth of ideas 
on how to turn even the tiniest, most unpromising spot into a place of beauty. There 
are abundant ideas and solutions for every imaginable space: paths, roof gardens, 
patios, balconies, and window sills; hanging baskets and containers; walls and other 
vertical spaces; as well as a whole range of conditions. 

Flowering Shrubs
by Ken Druse

(ebay) Features detailed descriptions of more than 130 outstanding flowering shrubs, 
including recommended varieties and tips for design, color and companion planting. 
The book offers complete cultural information, advice on soil preparation, scores of tips 
and essential information on both new and old-fashioned favorites. A superb “plant 
portrait” section is also included — with every shrub explained and fully illustrated with 
many entries showing multiple photos to distinguish varieties. 

Making More Plants
by Ken Druse

(Abe Books) For people who love gardens, propagation is gardening itself, the practice 
of growing whatever you want, whenever you want. Whether you crave healthy, 
vigorous plants, wish to grow new ones to share with friends, or hope to produce 
scores of them to fill your own beds and borders  -- for free -- Making More Plants will 
help fulfill your most vivid garden dreams. Ken Druse presents innovative, practical 
techniques for expanding any plant collection, with more than 500 full-color 
photographs.

Seaside Plants of the Gulf & 
Atlantic Coasts
by Wilbur Duncan

No description available at this time.

Out of the Stockpot
by William J. Dunn

No description available at this time.

No image
Botanix Guide
by Robert Dutton

No description available at this time.

No image
Botanix Guide, ninth edition
by Robert Dutton

No description available at this time.

500 Popular Garden Plants
by Joy Eckermann

(Abe Books) Beautifully illustrated with full colour photographs.
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Gardens To Go
by Sydney Eddison

(Abe Books) A beautifully illustrated introduction to the art of container 
gardening explains how to design, coordinate, plant, and care for a container 
garden, with special tips on color and texture, informational sidebars, 
cultivation tips, sources for gardening supplies, a guide to plant hardiness 
zones, and two hundred full-color photographs.

Rodale's Illustrated 
Encyclopedia: Gardening and 
Landscaping Techniques
by Barbara W. Ellis

(Abe Books) Clear, easy-to-follow, step-by-step directions for gardening 
techniques, tips, recipes, and projects cover all aspects of chemical-free 
gardening.

550 Home Landscaping Ideas
by Catriona/Derek Erler/Fell

(Abe Books) Encompassing more than eighty design topics--including regional 
and international garden styles, color and plant themes, accents, and seasonal 
gardens--this inspirational sourcebook features 550 practical and creative 
landscaping ideas.

Everything Sold in Garden 
Centres
by Steve  Ettlinger

(Amazon) Part I covers garden supplies; Part II tools, equipment and accessories. Soil 
mixes, gardening tools, pesticides, ornamental plaster statues of saints--each receives 
the same reasoned consideration in frank, easily understandable terms. Every item 
inspires entries detailing how to recognize and use it and how much to pay for it. Yet 
what can be most confusing for gardeners, particularly novices, is the welter of brand 
and common names often employed for gardening merchandise--and Ettlinger helps 
clear it up by listing synonymous terms wherever applicable. 

Gardening throuth the Year: 
monthly guide
by Hazel Evans

(Goodreads) Very helpful in keeping track of your garden.

The Tranquil Garden
by Kay Fairfax

(Abe Books) A guide to creating a calm oasis outdoors, whether in a tiny backyard or a 
spacious garden. Feature spreads show how to incorporate garden ideas from other 
cultures, whether a Japanese rock garden or a Mediterranean-style fountain. Each 
section concentrates on one of the broad  tenets of successful gardening and 
encourages the reader to seek inspiration from a wide range of sources. A final section 
looks at the practicalities of making what you want and still leaving you enough time to 
enjoy it.

Garden Style - Ideas & Projects
by Jerri/Tim Farris/Himsell

(Abe Books) This book welcomes in the Martha Stewart crowd, but it gives 
them something Martha simply will never understand-practicality. The books 
will be filled with ingeniously simple decorating ideas and projects-projects 
that are stylish, functional, and most of all practical.

Secrets of Monet's Garden
by Derek Fell

(Abe Books) Monet designed his garden as a painter’s subject, using plants like 
brushstrokes. Premier garden writer and photographer Derek Fell helps the home 
gardener recreate some of Giverny’s beauty through an illuminating examination of the 
painter’s planting philosophies. With  hundreds of full-color photographs, and 
reproductions, Fell sheds light on Monet’s use of color, structure, favorite flowers; and 
more.
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The Essential Gardener
by Derek Fell

(Abe Books) Planning, designing, planting, and watching the garden grow gives 
one a sense of accomplishment and a feeling of creating a thing of beauty. 
Here is indispensable information for the gardener, whether novice or expert, 
on the most popular and important plants for the garden.

Xenia Field's Book of Roses
by Xenia Field

No description available at this time.

Canadian Wildflowers
by Agnes Fitzgibbon

(hpcanpub.mcmaster.ca) Canadian Wild Flowers  is prized for Agnes 
FitzGibbon's splendid illustrations, which evoke Ontario woodlands and 
meadows.

Get Growing
by Frankie Flowers

(Amazon) Have you ever looked enviously at a neighbour’s gardenand wished you had a 
green thumb? Have you ever goneto the garden centre full of enthusiasm, only to find 
yourselfconfused and defeated? Have you ever wished that somehowgardening could 
just be, well, easy? If so, it’s time to Get Growing with Frankie Flowers. In 352 pages 
packed with inspiring yet instructional photos, Frankie coaches gardeners of all levels 
through the basics of getting a garden growing.

Gaining Ground, Dramatic 
Landscaping
by Maureen Gilmer

(Abe Books) Gardening guru Maureen Gilmer offers design ideas that translate 
well into any garden for every budget--even a postage-stamp backyard or 
terrace can become an urban oasis of water and color. Amazing before-and-
after shots prove that garden fantasies can--and have--become reality.

Landscaping with Ornamental 
Grasses
by Fiona Gilsenan

(Abe Books) a complete design and reference book that explores the history of grasses 
in their natural settings, and describes how to integrate them in a variety of climatic 
situations shady woodland to desert, Asian-style  gardens to naturalistic landscapes, 
family-friendly yards to small patios. Step-by-step directions, over 250 beautiful photos, 
ideas for stylish indoor container and craft projects, and retail and mail-order sources 
make this new edition a must for anyone passionate about expanding their gardening 
repertoire. 

No image
Thyme   "Thyme Began in a 
Garden"
by Kathleen Gips

No description available at this time.

Botanica's Pocket Roses
by William Grant

(Amazon) All the species and varieties of roses are carefully and lovingly 
categorized in this comprehensive guide. This inexhaustible reference is 
compiled by Botanica's expert editors and stands alongside the equally 
impressive Annuals & Perennials and Trees & Shrubs. Over 2,500 color 
photographs capture the beauty of the over 2,000 varieties listed. You are sure 
to find the perfect rose for any site, season, or soil condition.
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The New Flower Gardener
by Pippa Greenwood

(Abe Books) Flowers are the first love of most gardeners. From sunflowers as big as 
dinner plates to delicate bleeding hearts to showstopping red-hot pokers, The New 
Flower Gardener: An Inspiring Guide to the Most Captivating of Flowering Plants is a 
razzle-dazzle gallery of blooms that  even the newest gardener will want to grow. 
Whether you're just starting out or have an established garden that could use some 
pizzazz, author Pippa Greenwood has written a practical guide on how to choose, 
decorate with, and grow an astonishing flower garden.

How to Feng Shui Your Garden
by Gill Hale

No description available at this time.

Tropical Blossoms of the 
Caribbean
by Dorothy & Bob Hargreaves

(Abe Books) Over one hundred full color pictures of the Flowers and Flowering 
Trees.

The Makers of Heavenly Roses
by Jack Harkness

No description available at this time.
About the Author (Goodreads): Jack Leigh Harkness (1918-1994) was a rose 
breeder who improved roses' healthy by introducing genes from various wild 
rose species.

Modern Roses
by Peter Harkness

No description available at this time.

Favorite Annuals
by Marjorie Harris

(Abe Books) All are easy to grow and maintain and suit a wide range of 
growing conditions. Marjorie's friendly, straight-up kind of writing and Paddy 
Wales' gorgeous full-color photos make this series a sure-fire springtime seller.

Favorite Garden Tips
by Marjorie Harris

(Abe Books) Written for the ecologically friendly and economically minded 
gardener who wants proven, practical advice, Marjorie Harris' Favorite Garden 
Tips  is terrific for both beginners and veteran gardeners.

Favorite Perennials
by Marjorie Harris

No description available at this time.
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Favorite Shade Plants
by Marjorie Harris

No description available at this time.

Pocket Gardening 
by Marjorie Harris

(Abe Books) In Marjorie Harris' trademark breezy, chatty style, Pocket Gardening takes 
on the challenge of small-space gardening. She shows how easy it is to make a garden 
on an apartment balcony, or in a dusty alley beside the house, or in containers and 
window boxes. She explains how to garden with mirrors in long, narrow back-yards and 
how to avoid the boring "green wallpaper" look in small suburban front gardens. She 
talks about the all-important issue of privacy and how to deal with ugly garages (and 
ugly neighbors), as well as many other topics.

Seasons of my Garden
by Marjorie Harris

(marjorieHarris.com) How to make a garden on a difficult site. Here is Harris’s own 
garden in all four seasons. She shows how she did it, so can you. Under a weeping will, 
a site full of roots from other people’s tree (including the neighbor’s weeping willow), 
spring flood, summer drought. The photographs by Andreas Trauttmansdorff are 
dazzling. But this is way beyond a coffee table book, it’s practical. New gardeners will 
find the style comforting and helpful, experienced gardeners will get inspiration for new 
plant combinations.

The Canadian Gardener
by Marjorie Harris

(MarjorieHarris.com) With over 200 pages of stunning, full-colour 
photographs, as well as special sections on Canadian hardiness zones, planting 
tips, garden types and scores of suggestions and solutions, The Canadian 
Gardener is your special guide to the garden you’ve always wanted.

Encyclopedia of Fruits, 
Vegetables & Herbs
by John Heinerman

(Amazon) Heinerman explained the healing powers of over 100 different kinds 
fruits, vegetables, & herbs. There's too much back-sliding of taking today's 
medicines. If you want to save your money of seeing doctors.

The Rose Expert
by Dr. D.G. Hessayon

(Abe Books) Reach for the world's most popular book on roses, newly revised and 
expanded, with over 3 million copies sold in earlier editions. You'll find 150 new 
varieties and ideas for care printed for the first time in any book. Yet the basics still 
remain: a guided tour through the seasons, an encycopedic description of 388 popular 
roses; advice on purchase selections, planting locations, and pest and disease control; 
growing instructions; and an array of useful information.

Horticulture as Therapy
by Mitchell L. Hewson

(Amazon) The author has a real depth of understanding of how to use 
horticulture as a therapy and it shows. There are few means as effective as 
horticulture in relieving stress, in getting difficult students interesting in 
nature, in putting people back in touch with themselves and the world. There 
is a very useful section here too on resources. There are also many other good 
sections of "how to" things ...

Lois Hole's Perennial Favorites
by Lois Hole

(Abe Books) Lois Hole makes gardening easy, successful, and enjoyable, 
profiling 100 of her favorite perennial plants chosen for their beauty and 
hardiness. With common sense and practical wisdom, she tells home-owners 
all they need to know to easily transform any patch of earth into a spectacular 
garden they can enjoy year after year. 430+ color photos.
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Lois Hole's Rose Favorites
by Lois/Jill Hole/Fallis

(Abe Books) In this book, Lois Hole describes her 148 favorite varieties and 
offers practical advice on what roses to grow for fragrance, color and splendor. 
She also includes information on the soil, light, climate and moisture 
conditions required for success. 

Herb Gardening
by Patricia  Hopkinson

(Abe Books) Everything you need to know to design, plant, and cultivate an herb garden 
anywhere in North America--compiled by Cornell Plantations, U. of California Botanical 
Garden, and Matthaei Botanical Gardens, in consultation with five other botanic 
gardens and arboreta. This book will  help you to understand a basic gardening 
philosophy, select plants for you herb garden, design an herb garden that is not only 
useful and productive, but attractive as well, with photographs and diagrams of 
successful examples.

Creating Japanese Gardens
by Alvin Horton

(Abe Books) You can have a garden with the sophisticated sense of design and 
naturalistic look of the Japanese style, using plants and materials available in 
North America. This book provides practical details for selecting and setting 
stones and plants, creating water features, and working  with special accents 
to create a Japanese effect in your garden.

Orchids
by I. D.  James

(Abe Books) Here's the definitive introduction to growing orchids successfully. Author 
Jim James was recently awarded a Gold Medal at the 13th World Orchid Conference for 
his contribution to orchids. In this book, he parts with his four decades of experience 
and wisdom to help readers grow orchids in their homes, whether on a windowsill or 
under lights. The particular cultural needs of those orchids commonly grown are dealt 
with in detail. Color photographs together with diagrams carefully support the text.

100 Easy to Grow Native Plants
by Lorraine Johnson

(Abe Books) "100 Easy-to-grow Native Plants" is the essential reference guide 
to native plants for gardeners throughout America.

1001 Hints and Tips for your 
Garden
by Andrew Jones 

(Abe Books) Whether you want to plant a tree, choose a climber, grow 
fragrant flowers, or learn how to apply the various types of fertilizer, this 
comprehensive A-to-Z book will help you get the job done. And because topics 
are cross-referenced, you will find it easy to use. Inside are samplers  of 
varieties of the best-loved plants - flowers, vegetables, trees, and shrubs - and 
a list of tulips that will take turns blooming all spring long. 

Eating for Good Health
by Denis Kennedy

(Abe Books) This book shows you how to assess every aspect of your present 
diet and demonstrates clearly what is desirable in that diet ... And what is not.

Hydroponics for the Home 
Gardener
by Stewart Kenyon

(Abe Books) A literate, well-organized text....easy enough for the beginner to 
understand....a very useful purchase. -Library Journal Hydroponic gardening is the most 
productive and environmentally sound way to grow all varieties of plants. Hydroponics 
for the Home Gardener introduces you to hydroponic gardening, tells you how to buy 
or build a system, and discusses nutrients, pH levels, climate, propagation, pollination, 
outdoor hydroponics, and common problems. 
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Japanese Gardens in a 
Weekend
by Robert Ketchell

No description available at this time.

Wildflowers & Special Gardens
by Gerald M. Knox

(Google) Describes the characteristics and care requirements of a variety of 
wildflowers, shows how to create container, rock, herb, desert, and water 
gardens, and discusses drying and arranging flowers.

Rodale's Illustrated 
Encyclopedia of Herbs
by Claire Kowalchik

(Abe Books) How to grow herbs, design herb gardens, cook with herbs, make 
herb dyes and herb medicines--it's all here. This extensively researched A-to-Z 
encyclopedia describes more than 150 herbs and their uses.

1000 Beautiful House Plants & 
How to Grow Them 
by Jack Kramer

No description available at this time.

Butterfly Whisperer
by Brenda & Ben Kulon

(Volumes Direct) A beautifully illustrated coffee table type book full of 
information on how to attract butterflies to your garden with stunning original 
photography by the author Brenda Kulon. Clear and concise, her writing will 
appeal to a broad audience of gardeners, naturalists, butterfly enthusiasts and 
backyard wildlife-watchers.

The Garden in Autumn
by Allen Lacy

(Alibris) The Garden in Autumn explores the rich possibilities of a neglected 
season that in much of the United States is the very best of seasons for 
gardening.

All about Roses
by Susan Lang

(Amazon) Whether you're eyeing a hybrid tea you remember from your 
mother's garden, or one of the new easy-care landscaping varieties, this book 
makes it easy to add the unmatched beauty of roses to your garden. 

101 Townhouse Garden 
Designs
by Joel M. Lerner

(Google) Suggests designs suitable for vegetable or flower gardens, sunning, 
pets, children, storage, privacy, entertaining, hot tubs, and pools, and lists 
useful plants.
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Herbs: the Complete Gardeners 
Guide
by Patrick Lima

(Abe Books) When first published, Herbs was extremely well received and set a 
new standard of excellence for gardening books. Turid Forsyth's photographs 
and watercolor illustrations capture all the beauty and detail of these 
fascinating and practical plants, and Patrick Lima's highly entertaining text is 
chock-full of clear information, helpful advice and wry anecdotes. 

The Weekend Gardener
by Susanna Longley

(Abe Books) If you long for a great-looking garden but want to spend more time 
enjoying it rather than looking after it, The Weekend Gardner has the solutions. More 
than 50 quick-and-easy, low-maintenance projects show you how to turn your 
gardening dreams into reality. The book is packed  with creative ideas, from brightening 
up your walls and window ledges and creating colourful beds and boarders, to making a 
new lawn and laying out simple paths. 

Macoboy's Roses
by Stirling Macoboy

(Google) The best-selling original edition grew out of years of research and 
travel by the late Stirling Macoboy, and featured his personal selection of 
roses accompanied by his engaging writing style and photographs of around 
the world. 

Caring for Perennials
by Janet Macunovich

(Abe Books) You can have a spectacular perennial garden with less work than 
you might imagine - an average of one hour per month per 100 square feet. 
The secret, according to master gardener Janet Macunovich, is organization - 
prioritizing, planning, and record-keeping.

Garden Rooms
by Julie Martens

(Abe Books) The extension of indoor living to the out-of-doors is a remarkable 
trend. As people enjoy more outdoor leisure time, they want garden areas for 
dining, relaxing, and entertaining. Garden Rooms demonstrates how to create 
such garden retreats.

A History of Canadian 
Gardening
by Carol Martin

(Abe Books) Beginning with the extensive cornfields tended by the Huron before the 
Europeans arrived, this book describes more than 400 years of gardening in Canada -- 
including the adventures of early botanical explorers, the Hudson's Bay Company's 
attempts to grow vegetables in the north, the difficulties faced by pioneer gardeners, 
the City Beautiful Movement at the turn of the twentieth century, early school gardens 
and garden clubs, botanical gardens across the country, the back-to-the-land 
movement of the 1970s, the recent interest in heritage seeds, ...

Amazing Annuals
by Marjorie Mason Hogue

(Abe Books) Amazing Annuals  is the long-awaited guide to the best of these 
new plants: more than 300 container and garden plants including the newest 
annuals, the latest bulbs, complete instructions for growing plants from seed 
to cutting and much more.

Bulbs: the four seasons
by Brian Mathew 

(Abe Books) This illustrated text provides a source of reference for planting ideas, 
covering a range of bulbs and their cultivation. It offers guidance to over 100 popular 
species with planting schemes for all year-round colour. Daffodils, naturalized in drifts 
of grass, encapsulate the  essence of spring, tall flag irises rise majestically above the 
summer border, the delicate pink and white hues of cyclamen signal the beginning of 
autumn and the great carpets of snowdrops provide a welcome relief from the wintry 
gloom.
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Gardener to Gardener Almanac 
& Pest Control Primer
by Vicki Mattern

(Abe Books) Provides advice for planning, planting, and enjoying a garden, and 
contains lists of tasks based on months and temperature zones.

Rodale's Successful Organic 
Garden - Fruits & Berries
by Susan McClure

(Abe Books) Taking the guesswork out of planting, growing, and maintaining 
popular fruit and nut crops, an organic gardening guide provides a colorful 
encyclopedia section that features fifty-six out-of-the-ordinary, edible items.

Rodale's Successful Organic 
Gardening: Companion Planting
by Susan McClure

(Abe Books) Radishes to repel squash bugs? Basil to make tomatoes even tastier? These 
are just a few of the great gardening secrets you'll find in Rodale's Successful Organic 
Gardening: Companion Planting. This easy-to-use guide will help you understand the 
fact and folklore of how and why companion planting works. You'll discover the 
different ways companion plants can repel pests, attract beneficial insects, and 
encourage or discourage the growth of other plants.

No image
Water Gardens  
by Jim McCrae

No description available at this time.

No image
The Canadian Rose Annual
by Kenneth McFarquhar

2007 edition

Gardening in Small Spaces
by Peter McHoy

No description available at this time.

Practical Small Gardening
by Peter McHoy

No description available at this time.

Successful Pruning
by Peter McHoy

(Abe Books) Easy to follow projects demonstrate how you can successfully 
prune with confidence.
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The Small Garden Book
by Peter McHoy

(Abe Books) 500 full-color photos and illustrations.

Rodale's Successful Organic 
Gardening - Herbs
by Patricia S. Michalak

(Abe Books) Gardeners everywhere love herbs for the wonderful flavors they 
add to food, the beauty they lend to the garden, and for their many uses in 
crafts and as home remedies. This hands-on guide shows how anyone can 
successfully grow a wide range of more than 90 herbs in the back yard. 
Features a full-color encyclopedia section. 300 color photographs; 50 
illustrations.

Rodale's Successful Organic 
Gardening:  Vegetables
by Patricia S. Michalak

(Abe Books) From choosing a site for the garden to harvesting and storing the produce, 
this book has all the information needed to successfully grow vegetables in the 
backyard garden without chemicals. The first part of the book gives beginners 
information on creating a productive garden, while the second offers an encyclopedic 
guide to over 90 popular and unusual food crops. 300 color photos; 50 illustrations.

Rodale's Successful Organic 
Gardening: Controlling Pests 
and Diseases
by Patricia S. Michalak

(Abe Books) Preventing and controlling pests and diseases is an important part 
of good garden care. This guide demonstrates how to correctly identify 
problems and offers safe yet effective options, including how to attract and 
identify beneficial insects as natural pest controllers. 50 illustrations/250 color 
plates.

Roses for the Scented Room
by Barbara Milo Orbach

(Abe Books) Whether you love roses for their delicate petals, astonishing range of 
colors, or sweet, seductive scent, this book will inspire you to fill every room in your 
house with a lovely array of edibles, decorations, and perfumed bouquets. A fascinating 
history of roses is included--from the ancient Romans to World War II, roses have been 
a most beloved flower. There's a wealth of practical advice here, from choosing and 
maintaining healthy plants to proper cutting technique. 

No image
The Complete Book of 
Houseplants
by B. Mitchell

No description available at this time.

100 Plants for Pots & 
Containers
by Mary Moody

(Abe Books) Each title in this series presents 100 of the best plants to suit a 
specific need, providing detailed guidance on the cultivation of each variety. 
This volume describes a wide range of attractive varieties that are ideally 
suited to pots, troughs, sinks and other containers.

The Captured Harvest
by Terence Moore

(Alibris) A guide to creating lasting decorative objects from dried flowers and a 
variety of other natural materials. The author combines stylish and individual 
design with an accessible teaching style that lets the reader in on the trade 
secrets. Emphasis is on subtle colour and texture combinations.
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Wetland Plants Ontario
by Steven G. Newmaster

(Abe Books) Wetlands--lakes, rivers, marshes, swamps, bogs and fens--are an integral 
part of the Ontario landscape. They slow and sustain local water flow, and they 
contribute significantly to the diversity of life and ecosystems by providing habitat for 
plants, mammals, birds, reptiles,  amphibians, fish and countless invertebrates. This 
handy field guide features detailed plant species descriptions combined with precise 
drawings and excellent colour photographs. Includes edible plants, native uses of 
plants, a colour photo guide to flowers, over 450 photographs.

1001 Container Plants
by Miep Nijhuis

(Abe Books) The information on each includes the Latin name, a brief description, best 
position and care, and other relevant information translated into symbols for easy 
reference. Readers who want color throughout the year will find plenty of longer-
blooming plants, flowering bulbs for  early spring, and non-deciduous or berrying plants 
for autumn and winter. It’s the perfect volume for everyone whose taste for gardening 
is bigger than his garden.

No image
Ontario Judging and Exhibiting 
Standards
by  OHA

No description availale at this time.

No image
Trillium - 100th Anniversary 
Edition
by  OHA

No description available at this time.

Roses for Canadian Gardens
by Robert Osborne

No description available at this time.

Fabulous Roses Organically
by Maggie Oster

(Amazon) The exquisite beauty of roses have made them garden favorites since ancient 
times. Over the years, however, some roses have developed a reputation for being 
demanding, problem-prone plants. Fortunately for rose lovers, that's all changing. With 
so many "old rose" nurseries starting up, and with the remarkable successes of 
breeding programs that focus on tough, self-reliant landscape roses, you can forget the 
image of roses as fussy hypochondriacs that demand constant intensive care. Today 
you can combine the best of old and new roses...

Reflections of the Spirit - 
Japanese Gardens
by Maggie Oster

No description available at this time.

Concise Encyclopedia of Garden 
Flowers
by David Papworth

No description available at this time.
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Designing a Garden               
by Allen Paterson

(Goodreads) Stressing the concept that coherence is the key to garden design, 
Paterson invites us to indulge our need for beauty and to explore the creative 
rewards that linger tantilizingly just beyond our backdoors. 

No image
Le Guide de Jardinage (French)
by Andrew Pennington

No description available at this time.

No image
The Planting Book
by Andrew Pennington

No description available at this time.

Garden Design
by Barty Phillips

No book description available at this time.
Barty Phillips is a British author and broadcaster.

Perennials: the Definitive 
Reference
by Roger Phillips

(Abe Books) More than ten years in the making, Perennials is the most 
comprehensive guide available to these popular plants. It includes descriptions 
of over 2,500 types of perennials, each variety described in detail and 
illustrated with a handsome color photograph. 

The Book of Roses
by Roger Phillips

(Google) 1,400 varieties is illustrated with a color photo and with descriptions 
of origin, characteristics and growing conditions. Includes a list of U.S. 
suppliers. (Besides being practical, it's just a pretty book to look at!)

Organic Gardening - 300 Super 
Tomato Tips
by Barbara Pleasant

No description available at this time.

The Tree Doctor
by Dan & Erin Prendergast

(Amazon) The perfect resource for experienced and novice tree owners alike. If you are 
fortunate enough to live on property that includes trees, The Tree Doctor is the ideal 
manual for care and maintenance. This is a comprehensive volume that includes 
information on tree identification, tips regarding what makes a good city tree, how to 
analyse soil, proper planting and pruning techniques, how to manage both young and 
mature trees, basic treatment for insect and disease prevention, how to get the most 
value out of your trees, and much more. 
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Canadian Gardening's 
Vegetable Gardening
by Liz Primeau

No description available at this time.

No image
Canadian Gardening's 
Container Gardening
by Liz Primeau

No description available at this time.

Canadian Gardening's Creating 
a Garden
by Liz Primeau

(Abe Books) Whether your outdoor space is large or small, a new garden or an 
existing one, this book can guide you through all the stages-from planning and 
design to planting and maintenance. Nine major garden styles are spotlighted 
with complete plant lists, architechtural features and suggested accessories.

City Gardens
by Liz Primeau

(Abe Books) This wonderful book is designed to inspire and inform gardeners 
to create large and small gardens that suit their lifestyles.

Carrots Love Tomatoes
by Louise Riotte

(Abe Books) Carrots Love Tomatoes  is a detailed, A-to-Z compilation that is 
informative--and even entertaining at times. It deals with what to grow with 
what plant and, equally important, what not to grow together.

No image
The Canadian Rose Annual
by George C. Roberts

1978 edition

Perennial Gardening
by Michael Ruggiero

No description available at this time.

Views: Washington
by Greg Saffell

(Abe Books) Color photographs of Washington State by area photographer 
Chris Jacobson.
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The Art of Arranging Flowers
by Shozo Sato

Rest of title is "A Complete Guide to Japanese Ikebana."

Success with Feng Shui for your 
Garden
by Gunther Sator

No description available at this time.

Climbing Roses
by Stephen Scanniello and 
Tanya Baynard

(Alibris)  No flower is more popular than the rose, and none can match the 
color, beauty, and drama that climbing roses bring to a garden. This guide 
catalogs 65 beautiful rose varieties that thrive in the varied soil and climate 
conditions of North America. It is full of suggestions on how to cultivate and 
train the roses. 90 full-color photos.

The Front Garden - New 
Approaches 
by Mary Riley Smith

(Abe Books) Mary Riley Smith, a landscape designer who has often dealt with poorly 
planned and underused front properties, has filled this book with creative ways to 
make your own front garden beautiful and functional. She shows how to design paths, 
driveways, and parking areas and how to camouflage unattractive but necessary 
structures. For privacy, she describes the different virtues of fences, clipped hedges, 
and loose, flowing hedgerows.

Water Gardens for your Garden
by Carol Spier

No description available at this time.

Houseplant Basics
by David Squire

(Abe Books) A house is just not a home without a lush selection of plants. Most 
houseplants don't demand much time or attention, and they can look attractive for 
years...when treated properly. If you love the idea of showing off a healthy, flourishing 
indoor garden (like the ones pictured  here), then these are the basics you must know 
for cultivating happy plants. To get the most from them, it's important to understand 
how similar species live in the wild, and to meet their compost, lighting, humidity, and 
temperature needs in both winter and summer. 

The Complete Guide to using 
Colour in your Garden
by David Squire

(Abe Books) This is an informative and practical book packed with advice on 
growing more than 500 varieties of garden plants arranged according to color. 
Detailed growing instructions accompany each plant including vital 
information on cultivation, propagation, height and spread. 16 beautifully 
illustrated garden plans show to mix and match plants to create a beautiful 
color scheme in your garden.

Form & Foliage Guide to 
Planting
by Jennifer Stackhouse

(Abe Books) This beautiful, evocative book is a must-have for every gardener. Init you 
will find details of over 200 plants that provide bold, architectural form, foundation and 
contrast in the garden, through texture, foliage and growth habit. This essential 
gardening companion presents  over 250 plant entries, each featuring descriptions and 
important cultivation information, accompanied by a glorious full page photograph and 
other detail shots. 
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No image
The Canadian Rose Annual
by Doreen Stanton

2006 edition

Garden Features & Ornament
by David Stevens

(Abe Books) This volume is a sourcebook of styles, materials and practical 
advice, providing information on what you need to choose, design and 
construct the framework and main features of your garden. Simply organized, 
it provides detailed descriptions of each feature or material, suggestions  for 
combining different elements, and symbols that indicate cost, durability and 
ease of use.

Martha Stewart's Gardening 
Month by Month
by Martha Stewart

(Martha Moments Blogspot) Gardening Month by Month is the quintessential Martha 
Stewart book: a large, coffee-table sized format with full-colour imagery of the grounds 
at Turkey Hill. There are recipes and illustrated instructions, as well as informative how-
tos that are humanized by Martha's personal garden journal entries. Already, Martha's 
lifestyle concept of incorporating several areas of content (cooking, decorating, 
gardening, crafting) into one beautifully-written, gorgeously-illustrated volume was 
apparent. 

Creative and Colourful 
Containers
by Graham/Claire 
Strong/Phoenix

(Amazon) Practical and imaginative ideas for pots, window boxes and hanging 
baskets you can grow.

Classic Garden Plans
by David Stuart

(Abe Books) For any gardener who is unsure of what to grow or how to put plants 
together in coherent planting schemes, this book provides answers. Many of the garden 
plans and plantings included are simplified versions of those created by great gardeners 
such as Vita Sackville-West, Margery  Fish, and Piet Oudolf. The author's extensive 
knowledge of period plants, and how they were put together to look beautiful, has 
enabled him to re-create historical classics, like the Renaissance parterre or the Monet 
water garden, from contemporary planting lists and plans.

Wild about Herbs
by Roger Tabor

No description available at this time.

Taylor's Guide to Bulbs
by Norman Taylor

(Abe Books) The most comprehensive guide available, featuring an 
encyclopedia of 300 bulbs. Illustrated with more than 450 color photographs 
and 100 black-and-white drawings. Includes tips on selecting the right place 
and specific information on growing bulbs in your region.

Space & Color in Japanese 
Flower Arrangement
by Kasumi Teshigawara

No description available at this time.
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The Complete Book of Shrubs
by Kim Tripp

(Abe Books) Step-by-Step guide to planting and cultivating shrubs.

The Step-by-step Art of Flower 
Arranging
by Ming Veevers-Carter

(Abe Books) This manual, plus stand, is specially designed to be used in two 
directions, one way for fresh floral arrangements, the other for dried flower 
creations. It outlines materials and equipment required, is illustrated with step-
by-step diagrams, and gives instructions for displays for all occasions.

The Country Diary Book of 
Creating a Butterfly Garden
by E.J.M. Warren

(Book Depository.com) Tells how to plan a butterfly garden, lists plants that 
attract butterflies, and identifies British and American species.

The Naturalized Garden: More 
Petals with Less Labour
by Stephen Westcott-Gratton

No book description available at this time.
Stephen Westcott-Gratton is Canadian Gardening magazine's editor-at-large, 
author of several books and numerous magazine articles.

The Blooming Great Gardening 
Book
by Steve Whysall

(Abe Books) Practical plant lists, inspiring insights, intelligent design tips, and 
plenty of down-to-earth advice on how to make your garden colorful, fragrant 
simply lovely all year round. The Blooming Great Gardening Book  contains all 
this and more. It is an invitation to embark on an adventure with nature that 
starts right in your own backyard. 

The Garden Color Book
by Paul Williams

(Abe Books) The Garden Color Book includes over 600 photographs of individual 
plants— displayed horizontally in swatches by color—that let you flip back and forth, 
mixing and matching until you find the perfect color scheme. By showing what color 
blossoms a bulb or shrub will have when in bloom, this indispensable gardening 
reference allows you to imagine how a summer plot might look planted with a sea of 
flame red penstemon accented by some sky blue salvias or a spring border of lime 
green euphorbia. 

Creative Climbers
by Paul Williams

(Amazon) Paul Williams brings new life to vertical gardening, offering ingenious planting 
designs and clever ideas for structures and supports. Vigorous roses twisting up an 
apple tree, an arbor hung with succulent clusters of cherry tomatoes, and a teepee of 
antique gardening tools entwined with clematis are just a few of the striking ideas he 
has designed especially for this book. He demonstrates that the immense variety of 
climbers is equaled only by the range of structures upon which they may be grown. 

The Book of Garden Plans
by Andrew Wilson

(Abe Books) Good design is the key to a successful garden, but designing a garden can 
be an overwhelming undertaking. The Book of Garden Plans changes all that by 
gathering together in one place 150 of the best designs for gardens of almost every 
imaginable type. Whether you are looking  to create a brand new garden or redesign an 
existing one that has grown tired, this collection of ready-made structural plans by 
many of today's most celebrated and innovative garden designers will be an 
unparalleled reference.
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Hydroponics: Indoor 
Horticulture
by Jeffrey Winterborne

(Abe Books) An educational, in-depth, up-to-date, indoor horticultural growers guide 
that covers all principles of indoor hydroponic horticulture and gardening. Examines, 
explores, dissects, and presents a fully comprehensive step-by-step growers guide, 
relating to all and every aspect of indoor hydroponic horticulture, with complete 
chapters on plant biology, propagation, hydroponic systems, nutrients, oxygen, carbon 
dioxide enrichment, pH, biological pest control, fungi/disease, cuttings/ clones, 
pruning/ training, breeding, harvesting, equipment, grow rooms, ...

Pruning Trees, Shrubs & Vines
by xxx xxx

(Abe Books) Pruning Trees, Shrubs & Vines offers all the advice you need to 
start pruning fruit and shade trees, evergreens, grape vines, berry bushes, 
ornamental shrubs and vines, hedges, and roses like a professional. You'll 
learn how, where, and when to prune as well as what tools to use. For quick 
reference you'll find a pruning timetable, a condensed plant-by-plant pruning 
guide, and an A-to-Z glossary of pruning terms.

The Big Book of Gardening Skills
by xxx xxx

(Abe Books) For beginners & advanced gardeners, this comprehensive, 
generously illustrated volume is the complete guide to growing flowers, fruits, 
herbs, vegetables, lawns, & shrubs. Clearly organized by topic with added 
charts, tables, & over 450 illustrations to help you plan,  plant, & maintain 
beautiful, healthy, & productive gardens, this book can be read from cover to 
cover or by topics. 

No image
The Complete Garden Guide
by xxx xxx

No description available at this time.

No image
The Gardening Year
by xxx xxx

No description available at this time.

No image
Water Wise Gardens
by xxx xxx

No description available at this time.

Flowers of the Wild: Ontario 
and the Great Lakes Region 
by Zike Zichmanis

(Amazon) This book has been carefully put together and gives a great synopsis 
of native wild flowers in the Great Lakes with excellent descriptions and 
photos. If you are a naturalist or botanist, I cannot recommend this book 
highly enough; it is simply awesome! 
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